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Database Design using the E-R

Model

Pratie Exerises

6.1 Construt an E-R diagram for a ar insurane ompany whose ustomers own

one or more ars eah. Eah ar has assoiated with it zero to any number of

reorded aidents. Eah insurane poliy overs one or more ars and has one

or more premium payments assoiated with it. Eah payment is for a partiular

period of time, and has an assoiated due date, and the date when the payment

was reeived.

6.2 Consider a database that inludes the entity sets student, ourse, and setion

from the university shema and that additionally reords themarks that students

reeive in di�erent exams of di�erent setions.

a. Construt an E-R diagram that models exams as entities and uses a ternary

relationship as part of the design.

b. Construt an alternative E-R diagram that uses only a binary relationship

between student and setion. Make sure that only one relationship exists

between a partiular student and setion pair, yet you an represent the

marks that a student gets in di�erent exams.

6.3 Design an E-R diagram for keeping trak of the soring statistis of your favorite

sports team. You should store the mathes played, the sores in eah math, the

players in eah math, and individual player soring statistis for eah math.

Summary statistis should be modeled as derived attributes with an explanation

as to how they are omputed.

6.4 Consider an E-R diagram in whih the same entity set appears several times,

with its attributes repeated in more than one ourrene. Why is allowing this

redundany a bad pratie that one should avoid?
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Figure 6.29 Representation of a ternary relationship using binary relationships.

6.5 An E-R diagram an be viewed as a graph. What do the following mean in terms

of the struture of an enterprise shema?

a. The graph is disonneted.

b. The graph has a yle.

6.6 Consider the representation of the ternary relationship of Figure 6.29a using

the binary relationships illustrated in Figure 6.29b (attributes not shown).

a. Show a simple instane of E,A,B,C, R

A

,R

B

, and R

C

that annot orre-

spond to any instane of A,B,C, and R.

b. Modify the E-R diagram of Figure 6.29b to introdue onstraints that will

guarantee that any instane of E,A,B,C, R

A

,R

B

, and R

C

that satis�es the

onstraints will orrespond to an instane of A,B,C, and R.

. Modify the preeding translation to handle total partiipation onstraints

on the ternary relationship.

6.7 A weak entity set an always be made into a strong entity set by adding to its

attributes the primary-key attributes of its identifying entity set. Outline what

sort of redundany will result if we do so.

6.8 Consider a relation suh as se ourse, generated from a many-to-one relation-

ship set se ourse. Do the primary and foreign key onstraints reated on the

relation enfore the many-to-one ardinality onstraint? Explain why.
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6.9 Suppose the advisor relationship set were one-to-one. What extra onstraints

are required on the relation advisor to ensure that the one-to-one ardinality

onstraint is enfored?

6.10 Consider a many-to-one relationship R between entity sets A and B. Suppose

the relation reated from R is ombined with the relation reated from A. In

SQL, attributes partiipating in a foreign key onstraint an be null. Explain

how a onstraint on total partiipation of A in R an be enfored using not null

onstraints in SQL.

6.11 In SQL, foreign key onstraints an referene only the primary key attributes of

the referened relation or other attributes delared to be a superkey using the

unique onstraint. As a result, total partiipation onstraints on a many-to-many

relationship set (or on the �one� side of a one-to-many relationship set) annot

be enfored on the relations reated from the relationship set, using primary

key, foreign key, and not null onstraints on the relations.

a. Explain why.

b. Explain how to enfore total partiipation onstraints using omplex

hek onstraints or assertions (see Setion 4.4.8). (Unfortunately, these

features are not supported on any widely used database urrently.)

6.12 Consider the following lattie struture of generalization and speialization (at-

tributes not shown).

X Y

A B C

For entity sets A, B, and C, explain how attributes are inherited from the higher-

level entity sets X and Y . Disuss how to handle a ase where an attribute of X

has the same name as some attribute of Y .

6.13 An E-R diagram usually models the state of an enterprise at a point in time.

Suppose we wish to trak temporal hanges, that is, hanges to data over time.

For example, Zhang may have been a student between September 2015 and

May 2019, while Shankar may have had instrutor Einstein as advisor fromMay

2018 to Deember 2018, and again from June 2019 to January 2020. Similarly,

attribute values of an entity or relationship, suh as title and redits of ourse,

salary, or even name of instrutor, and tot red of student, an hange over time.

One way to model temporal hanges is as follows: We de�ne a new data type

alled valid time, whih is a time interval, or a set of time intervals. We then
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assoiate a valid time attribute with eah entity and relationship, reording the

time periods during whih the entity or relationship is valid. The end time of an

interval an be in�nity; for example, if Shankar beame a student in September

2018, and is still a student, we an represent the end time of the valid time in-

terval as in�nity for the Shankar entity. Similarly, we model attributes that an

hange over time as a set of values, eah with its own valid time.

a. Draw an E-R diagram with the student and instrutor entities, and the ad-

visor relationship, with the above extensions to trak temporal hanges.

b. Convert the E-R diagram disussed above into a set of relations.

It should be lear that the set of relations generated is rather omplex, leading

to di	ulties in tasks suh as writing queries in SQL. An alternative approah,

whih is used more widely, is to ignore temporal hanges when designing the

E-R model (in partiular, temporal hanges to attribute values), and to modify

the relations generated from the E-R model to trak temporal hanges.
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